We understand that diversity is a strength. Here are our
UEG Week sessions committed to this conversation.
Our UEG Week Virtual myUEG Community Programme provides guidance on topics
relevant for your profession. Take advantage of the opportunity to both interact with experts
in a more intimate setting and take the conversation from a gentle simmer to a strong boil
by raising questions.
Our diversity-focused myUEG Community Programme highlights (October 3 – 5) are:
Tasty takeaways: The power of questions with… Cristina Cuerda, Vinciane Rebours,
Marianna Arvanitakis & Isabelle Cleynen
Our female role models in Nutrition, Pancreatology, Interventional Endoscopy and Basic
Science will share their insights so that you can snack on these tidbits whenever you need
energy to take the next step on your career path.
Diversity is the spice of life: Career chat on equality in grants
This year’s career chat involves the Vice-President of ERC as well as two experienced
grant reviewers, for a Specialist GI Society and Horizon Europe collaborative grants,
respectively.
Her recipe for success: A discussion with UEG’s next President

What do you think should be on UEG’s menu in the next years? Share your views and
favourite ingredients with UEG leadership and learn how you can add your expertise and
talent in our myUEG community.
Equity in medical care – raw realisations
Major topics on equity in medical care will be addressed – we are faced with significant
differences regarding provision and availability of medical care, regarding gender, race, and
geographic location.

Workplace inclusivity & overcoming
career-related obstacles

Supporting diversity within leadership
roles – an article on "how to"

Be sure to also join our Monday, October 4
UEG Week Virtual Live Session, Career
beasts and how to cope with them! It will
cover topics ranging from toxic workplace
culture to healthy competition.

Explore our recently published UEG Journal
article to better understand how to identify,
encourage, and support suitable
candidates for leading roles in scientific
societies.

To session

To article

The ongoing success of our Female Role Model campaign
To remind young women in the field of digestive health that their goals are well within their
reach, the Equality & Diversity Task Force launched the UEG Female Role Model
Campaign on Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn and Instagram.

For this ongoing campaign, women of different ages and nationalities, and at different
levels in their career and life have been happy to share their wisdom. Want to have a look
at the full campaign? Check out our hashtag, #UEGWomeninGI on Twitter.
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